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Knoxville wholesale furniture callahan

Knoxville has rated #1 for 6 consecutive years. 2 furniture showrooms, $14 million of home furnishings in stock, 10,000 fabrics to choose from! Visit our new fur gallery, with more than 40 sets to choose from. Knoxville Wholesale Furniture has more than 60 major brands, including Paula Deen, Flexsteel, Lane, Bernhardt and Trisha Yearwood. A.R.T. Home
Furnishings fuses authentic design, handmade finishes and creative fabrics for... Ashley designs and produces timeless styles that are comfortable and habitable. Industrial choice... Specialized in innovative products carefully designed for the way people work, play and relax... Come home to enjoy the moments of life in comfort with BarcaLounger.
BarcaLounger specializes in recli... Bernhardt is committed to the art of furniture making, with dozens of traditional and classi... For more than 40 years, the name castelle has been for luxury handmade furniture, made in the... Each Cheers sofa and recliner is designed to offer maximum comfort, exceptional quality, expand... The Coastal Living Home
Collection by Universal Furniture is inspired by Coastal Living magazine... In addition to the popular collections of Paul Deen and Rachel Ray from Craftmaster, they offer 6 fu... Cresent offers a solid wooden bedroom and dining furniture, made to the highest standards of quality,... Double L Furniture offers custom-made homemade furnishings with a Western
and boho atmosphere. D... Hooker Furniture has your personal style with quality craftsmanship and architectural interest... Huntington House creates world-class furniture, fitted to measure. They offer an eclectic school... Jackson Furniture superior crafts, long-lasting living room furniture. Your emphasis on combining... Jonathan Louis furniture is proud to
present the art design living room and bedroom fu... Kincaid Furniture offers beautiful solid wood furniture and a complete line of custom upholstery, wit... For quality home furnishings and recliners, from leather to fabric, find comfort, variety, and more... Liberty specializes in quality wooden furniture and dining room with intricate designs and... Timeless
pieces that help tell your story at home, Magnolia Home by Joanna Gaines is one of the most... As one of the world's largest and oldest fine furniture companies, Marge Carson h ... Painted finishes and wooden stains are offered that reproduce the look of vintage age-worn skates. Napa Furniture Design creates stunning entire wooden bedroom and dining
furniture. Its eco-frie... Bring the traditional Southern Comfort to your home with the latest designs of the Paula Deen Home ... Scott Living Mattresses are a reflection of the personal style of Drew and Jonathan Scott, In... Serta manufactures mattresses that offer superior comfort and lasting support, ensuring... Maximize your dream dream with Simmons
Beautyrest mattresses® line. Beautyrest understands ... Southern Motion offers American-made motion furniture, from classic reclining furniture to... Bring Trisha Yearwood's comfort and country style to your home. Trisha Yearwood is famous fo... We present the new Postscript Collection, a design collaboration with Alexander Julian of Univ... Vanguard is a
fashion-driven company with the aim of being the leader of home furnishings in s... Shop 2 locations and over 220,000 square feet of quality home furnishings for the entire house at legendary low prices. Family-owned and locally operated since 1992, Knoxville Wholesale Furniture strongly believes in supporting our community. September 10, 2020 410
NORTH PETERS RD. KNOXVILLE TN. 37922 Today at 1:30 pm, Tim Harris owner of Knoxville Wholesale, [...] Read more in Knoxville wholesale furniture we will always be in favor of our country, and our flag. God has truly blessed America, and, [...] Read more Knoxville Wholesale Furniture is proud to be a sponsor of the B97.5 Christian radio broadcast,
Songs of Worship and Praise. The, [...] Read more Keep up with everything that's going on in Knoxville wholesale furniture. Vanguard Furniture is available in Knoxville exclusively at Knoxville Wholesale Furniture. Vanguard Furniture is a company driven by fashion with the aim, [...] Read more Knoxville wholesale furniture on Old Callahan Rd. is having its
annual warehouse sale, with limited quantities, one of a kind, [...] Read more The new beautyrest® Harmony Lux™ mattresses feature the latest innovations in support, comfort and cooling, in addition to Seaqual™ Fabric Technology uses, [...] Read more Knoxville Wholesale Furniture has been owned by the family and operated locally since 1992, when Tim
Harris decided to bring a unique new type of wholesale furniture store to Knoxville, Tennessee. With 2 super store furniture and over 220,000 square feet of furniture available at legendary low prices, we can offer East Tennessee more than sixty top name brands like Paula Deen, Flexsteel, Lane, Bernhardt, Trisha Yearwood, Serta and many more. Years
serving East Tennessee millions of dollars of furniture sold last year Thousand Sq. Feet of Furniture Showrooms Your browser does not support the video label. Knoxville Wholesale Furniture has been owned by the family and operated locally since 1992, when Tim Harris decided to bring a unique new type of wholesale furniture store to Knoxville,
Tennessee. With over 220,000 square feet of furniture available at legendary low prices, we can offer East Tennessee more than sixty top brands like Paula Deen, Flexsteel, Lane, Bernhardt, Trisha Yearwood, Serta and many more. We are able to sell more that our next five competitors in Knoxville combined while still offering the high quality and low prices
of the furniture you are Per. Knoxville Wholesale Furniture has been voted the best furniture store in Knoxville by CityView Magazine and the Knox New Sentinel for six consecutive years. We have a professional team of interior designers who can help you choose from hundreds of different pieces, styles, fabrics and finishes, to make your house look and
feel like the house you've always wanted. More information about our interior design team. Regardless of your current financial situation, we will work with you to offer the best solution to ensure special furniture financing with affordable options. *Special financing is available for qualified buyers, subject to credit approval. We would love to meet you and help
you find the right furniture for your home! October 14, 2020 Vanguard Furniture is available in Knoxville exclusively at Knoxville Wholesale Furniture. Vanguard Furniture is a company driven by fashion with the aim, [...] Read more May 1, 2020 Knoxville wholesale furniture on Old Callahan Rd. is having its annual warehouse sale, with limited quantities, one
of a kind, [...] Read more April 28, 2020 The new Beautyrest® Harmony Lux™ mattresses feature the latest innovations in support, comfort and cooling, in addition to Seaqual™ Fabric Technology uses, [...] Read more February 19, 2020 Custom Upholstery Create a look that is all your account with our custom upholstery program. Choose your perfect frame,
then select, [...] Read more February 1, 2020 Villa Vista REBORN Knoxville Wholesale Furniture presents our design number 2019. See or download this issue to see the amazing, [...] Read more January 17, 2020 Celebrity cooking show host and furniture icon Paula Deen visited Knoxville Wholesale Furniture's North Peters showroom on Friday, January 17,
[...] Read more With 2 furniture superstores, Knoxville Wholesale Furniture is convenient for everyone in Knoxville and East Tennessee. Visit our beautiful West Knoxville super furniture store at 410 North Peters Road or come see us at North Knoxville at 2381 Old Callahan Drive. You can also visit our Clearing Centre at 7428 Kingston Pike, near West Town
Shopping Centre. Our North Peters Drive location in West Knoxville is our flagship store with over 120,000 square feet of exhibition space. Come and see why we're the largest independent furniture distributor in the Mid-South! The perfect room starts with furniture. Knoxville Wholesale Furniture features beds, sleeping games, dressing rooms, bedside table,
mattresses and more... for each style and budget. Visit either of our two locations and see more than 100 room collections! Browse our inventory of featured bedroom furniture Line. And if you are looking for a specific bedroom furniture, furniture collection or products from a manufacturer, click here to ask about whether we have what you are looking for.
Make your living room elegant and comfortable with a high quality living room knoxville wholesale furniture. We offer a wide variety of styles of sofas and loveseats, sectional, living room games, reclining machines, coffee tables, Ottomans, and much more. Visit either of our two locations and see more than 150 groups of living rooms. Design a sofa as unique
as you, with more than 10,000 fabrics to choose from! Browse our inventory of featured living room furniture online. And if you are looking for a specific living room piece of furniture, furniture collection or products from a manufacturer, click here to ask about whether we have what you are looking for. To.
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